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It’s nearly the end of November and heading into the 
festive season, so it seemed timely to send another 
newsletter, now from the broader Wild Places 
Publishing rather than Descent. After 34 years editing 
the magazine, you will know that we have passed the 
torch to Stalactite Publishing, while we return to our 
roots in publishing and selling fine caving books and 
calendars.

We also still have several new or recent books 
available (some of which have this month gone out of 
stock and been subject to reorders): Hidden Worlds 
by Robbie Shone, Lechuguilla Cave by Max Wisshak 
and Hazel Barton, and Underground Symphony and 
Les Grottes de Han from the Philippe Crochet and 
Annie Guiraud team. Any or all would make fine 
presents (yes, Christmas is coming ... Click the covers 
for more details.



We are have completed the tweaks to our website for now and are working on a replacement. In 
our last newsletter we commented that two modules for taking payment were available, with one 
to cease functioning soon (or else we are paying two providers). If you have any preference about 
either please let us know - feedback is valuable.
   Thanks go to everyone who has sent messages of support during the transition from publishing 
Descent (yes, this has represented a severe lifestyle change: some of the received comments are 
online for anyone interested. And with that ...

Best wishes from
Chris & Judith

Finally, our mugs and T-shirts offer continues – so if you fancy either a hard-wearing mug or high-
quality garment (some sizes and colours have sold out but there is still plenty of choice), help us to 
clear the remaining stock. The shirts are ethically sourced and the mug designs are ceramic fired 
and won’t fade.
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